Thermodynamics establishes equilibrium relations among thermodynamic parameters ("properties") and delineates the effects of variation of the thermodynamic functions (typically temperature and pressure) on those parameters. However, classical thermodynamics does not provide values for the necessary thermodynamic properties, which must be established by extra-thermodynamic means such as experiment, theoretical calculation, or empirical estimation.
Introduction
Thermodynamics has a forbidding aspect because of its generality and because of its wide applicability (to physics, to chemistry, to biology, indeed to all of nature, at pressures and temperatures both low and high), with numerous seemingly-esoteric relations to be mastered. However, chemical thermodynamics is -in its commonest applicationsrelatively simple, involving only a few parameters (principally: heat capacity, entropy, enthalpy, and Gibbs energy) and moderate ranges of pressure and temperature. As an example of a simple application, one may need to estimate the enthalpy of an exothermic reaction in order to establish the cooling required in order to maintain the reaction within a moderate temperature range.
The rôle of thermodynamics is to establish equilibrium connections among thermodynamic parameters (such as entropy, enthalpy, thermal expansivity, etc.) and to delineate the effects of variation of the thermodynamic functions (typically temperature and pressure) on those parameters. [1] Classical thermodynamics does not provide values for the parameters, which must be found by experiment, by calculation, or by estimation. This paper provides a brief general introduction to methods for estimation of simple thermodynamic parameters followed by a discussion of current methods, principally for solid ionic materials. These methods for ionic materials are worthy of particular consideration since materials science is a subject of current significance, and since they apply to a wide range of materials, from simple common salts to complex minerals and even to ionic liquids.
4
Values of the needed thermodynamic parameters (which are also known as "properties") in the gas, liquid and solid phases have been collected for many materials into numerous published tables, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] providing important resources for understanding the behaviour of those materials under various conditions and in chemical reactions among them.
Extensive as these tables may be, they can never be complete since new materials are continually being discovered, prepared, or even hypothesised. Furthermore, thermodynamic experimentation is difficult and demanding so that it is an unpopular activity, leaving many gaps and possibly unreliable values within the current tables. [9] Computational methods, including statistical thermodynamics, can fill some of the gaps but these methods, too, can be complex and demanding for materials in liquid or solid states. Therefore, simple methods for estimation of thermodynamic parameters have an important and, indeed, permanent place in the repertoire of chemistry.
General Estimation Methods
A previously developed hierarchy of general predictive methods for thermodynamic parameters, based upon the number of parameters required in order to provide the prediction, provides a systematic description of estimation methods. [10] Zero order methods require information only on the class of material or property. supplemented by extra steric parameters describing the proximity of groups to one another and electronic interaction factors.
Ionic Estimation Methods
In general, ionic estimation methods rely on three principles: (i) additivity of properties;
(ii) the overwhelming contribution of coulombic forces to attractive interactions; together with (iii) the effective incompressibility of ions and molecules. The last two deserve some explanation. The strength of the coulombic forces and their long range (~1/r 2 )
ensures that ions are pulled close together, with opposite charges in closest proximity, while the incompressibility ensures that the system of charges does not simply collapse together in a heap.
6 Fig. 1 illustrates the interactions between species in an ionic system. Curve 3, which corresponds to the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential, is the sum of the repulsions between species (curve 1) and their van der Waals attractions (curve 2). Curve 4 is the coulombic energy, scaled so that it corresponds to approximately 85% of the total attractive energy, [11] and curve 5 is the sum of all the energy contributions (curves 1, 2, and 4). As may be observed from the Figure, the coulombic term so dominates the attractive energetics of ionic systems that, for many purposes, only the coulombic and repulsive terms need to be taken into account in considering the energetics of the system, much simplifying calculations. It is worth noting that, since the species in the chemical formula (for example, sulfate ions) are incompressible, the very short-range repulsive interactions occur only near the surfaces of these species and are very similar across all species. An important consideration in estimation of thermodynamic properties for ionic materials is the assignment of charge to the ions; in the estimation methods discussed here, integer charges are always assigned. However, it is only for independent gaseous ions that this can truly be the case, and some form of charge transfer (covalency) will necessarily occur in real materials, the extent of which will be difficult to assess. [12, 13] This is less of a problem in these estimation methods than may be anticipated since the methods rely on correlations among similar materials where the fitted constants of the correlations allow, in effect, for common deviations from strict integer ionicity. Of course, such considerations must be kept in mind when attempting estimations, and can result in significant error when extrapolating outside the range of a correlation.
Ionic Additive Estimation Methods
As a zero order method, the Dulong-Petit heat capacity sum [14] These simple relations are enhanced by the recent observation that ambient entropy values for the more complex ionic solids, such as minerals, are closely similar to their ambient heat capacities. The Debye phonon distribution provides a theoretical basis for this previously unremarked relation. [19] As an example of the application of ion summation, the molar ambient formation enthalpy of MgCl 2 may be estimated as -(20.5 + 2×36.1) = -92.7 J K -1 mol -1 , whereas the literature value is -89.6 J K -1 mol -1 (-3% error, relative to the literature value). Similarly, the formation enthalpy of Ba(OH) 2 ·3H 2 O may be estimated as -1970 kJ mol -1 , whereas the literature value is -1840.5 kJ mol -1 (-7% error). Table 4 leads to values with serious errors.) It seems that the covalent characteristic is already accounted for in the experimental formation enthalpies of the partially-covalent simple salts and ions which are summed. The program HSC [3] has a proprietory thermodynamic estimation procedure which yields a formation enthalpy of -1100.6 kJ mol -1 (a still acceptable -4% error).
The SSA applies equally well to the additivity of the entropies and lattice energies [22] (see below for discussion of the latter) of many "double" and "multiple" salts.
Ionic Liquids
Ionic liquids (ILs) are an important class of materials, recently applied as non-aqueous solvents and catalysts for their exceptional properties of thermal stability and low vapour pressure leading to low environmental impact in use. Furthermore, because they may be synthesised in almost limitless variety by variation in the functional groups attached to 13 the organic cation and inorganic/organic anion, their properties may even be adjusted to fit the needs of the application. [23] An important group of ILs where the effects of addition of methylene groups have been much studied is the organic cation series [C n mim] + (1-methyl-3-alkyl-imidazolium). Not unexpectedly, thermodynamic properties associated with each added methylene group are rather constant but, furthermore, the values are closely similar with values associated with addition of alkyl groups in other situations. Table 2 lists some additive values by which thermodynamic properties of related ionic liquids may be estimated. We here demonstrate a rather unusual application, in an investigation of the formation enthalpies of the francium halides, FrX. The differences of the formation enthalpies of the alkali halides relative to that of NaX are plotted in Fig. 2 versus the formation enthalpy of NaX. We see that the differences alter in a smooth monotonic sequence as the alkali metals change down the Periodic Table, except for FrF whose difference lies well apart from the corresponding values of the other alkali metal fluorides. While this may possibly be a real effect, due to some special structural features of FrF, it is more likely to be a faulty experimental value for this exceptionally difficult material. By extrapolation of the data in Table 3 , we estimate a value for  f H(FrF) of -555 kJ mol -1 .
Figure 2:
Plot of formation enthalpy differences,  f H(MX-NaX), of alkali metal (M = Na +  Fr+) halides versus the formation enthalpies of NaI  NaF. Blue diamonds:
(KX-NaX); red squares: (RbX-NaX); green triangles: (CsX-NaX); purple circles: (FrXNaX). The LiX halides are omitted because their behaviour is rather anomalous. Fig. 3 is a surface plot of the formation enthalpies of all the alkali halides, using our adjusted value for FrF. Furthermore, we may estimate a single-ion formation enthalpy of Fr + from the FrX data in Table 3 , by subtracting the halide ion contributions in Table 1 .
This leads to a mean value for  f H(Fr + ) of about -340 kJ mol -1 (omitting the value for FrF). An impressive application of TDR is represented in an estimation [27] of the formation enthalpy of AlCl 3 ·SO 2 . Consider the formal chemical equilibrium: If two properties correlate with each other, then it is straightforward to use a value of one to estimate a value of the other. In Fig. 4 , we plot formation Gibbs energies against formation enthalpies for 59 ionic solids (selected from the data used to generate single ion enthalpies and Gibbs energies for formation). [18] It is clear from the excellent correlation that a reliable value of the one may be estimated from the other; indeed this correlation is much more general than an earlier demonstration [33] of the same relation which was simply for a group of similar materials. It has been found that many properties correlate rather closely with formula unit volume.
This is particularly useful since formula volume is the most-easily and -commonly In Table 4 (where the 1/3 exponent is required to convert volume to distance).
It should be noted that formula volume, V m , and density, , may be appropriately subsituted for one another since they have the inverse mathematical relation: It is particularly striking that the linear correlation coefficient between heat capacity and formula volume is smaller, at about 80%, for the important class of ionic liquids than for ionic solids. This difference suggests that the covalent degrees of freedom in the complex bonding within the ionic liquids may not be excited at ambient temperatures. In the case of lattice energy estimation (that is, the energy to evaporate an ionic solid into its constituent ions), account also needs to be taken of the ionic charges involved since coulombic forces are predominant in the interactions required to form the solid. 
Conclusion
We have here shown that simple procedures are available by which to reliably estimate thermodynamic properties of ionic materials. These include: (i) simple summation of assigned values for the individual ions of which the material is comprised (Table 1 lists many such values); (ii) correlation of one property with another (volume is most usefully used as the base property, with relevant parameters in Table 4 
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